S11 Additional Rank-Sorted Data Graphs

**a.** iGEM 2014 Interlab: Med14 / Weak14

Fluorescence Ratio vs. Rank

\[ \mu = 2.57 \]
\[ \sigma = 2.08 \times \]

**b.** iGEM 2015 Interlab: Med15 / Positive15

Fluorescence Ratio vs. Rank

\[ \mu = 1.56 \]
\[ \sigma = 3.19 \times \]

**c.** iGEM 2015 Interlab: Med15 / Weak15

Fluorescence Ratio vs. Rank

\[ \mu = 9.12 \]
\[ \sigma = 5.43 \times \]

**d.** iGEM 2015 Interlab: Positive15 / Weak15

Fluorescence Ratio vs. Rank

\[ \mu = 4.19 \]
\[ \sigma = 3.47 \times \]